Loss of cell adhesion impairs the early response of TrkA to nerve growth factor (NGF).
Within the in vitro model of nerve growth factor (NGF)-dependent differentiation of PC12 cells, loss of adhesion is known to interfere with certain neurotrophic responses and not with others. The present analysis of early NGF signaling shows that the upstream activation of TrkA, as well as the recruitment of the adaptor protein Shc, are dramatically attenuated upon loss of cell adhesion, while the downstream activation of ERK1/2 is unaffected. That loss of cell adhesion interferes with the primary signaling response to NGF (i.e. autophosphorylation of TrkA) may explain why suspended PC12 cells fail to morphologically differentiate in response to NGF. The possibility that established adhesion-driven mechanisms underlie the full responsiveness of TrkA to NGF is discussed.